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* 

Ralph Boulware grew up in bars. His father, Benjamin Russell Boulware, 

was a tough and independent black man who had a series of small 

businesses: a grocery store, house property, bootlegging, but mostly 

bars. Ben Boulware's theory of child-raising was that if he knew 

where they were he knew what they were doing, so he kept his boys 

mostly within his sight, which meant mostly in the bar. It was not 

much of a childhood, and left Ralph feeling that he had been an adult 

all his life. 

He had returned to the States after it was learned that his name 

was on the stop list at Tehran airport, so he was in Dallas when his 

new orders came from Simons. Texas was a better place than London to 

buy sophisticated electronic equipment, so Boulware got the two-way 

radios that Schwebach and Sculley needed. He bought six five-channel 

radios, ten rechargers, and a supply of batteries. 

He also got from Merv Stauffer forty thousand dollars in cash. 

The night before he left, his wife Mary walked into the bedroom and 

saw his open suitcase containing the money and the radios. She 

hesitated a moment, then said: 'I'm not even going to ask.' 

Boulware met Schwebach and Sculley in London, gave them five of 

the six radio sets, and - keeping one radio for himself - flew on to 

Istanbul. There he contacted the travel agent. 

Boulware knew that EDS had tipped -$150 for all his help 

during the evacuation, and that seemed to Boulware grossly inadequate, 

so the first thing he did was to tell-that there had been some 

confusion about showing him EDS's appreciation, and give him a thousand 

dollars. Then he invited - to dinner to talk about some other things. 

He knew that -liked him. Their daughters had played together 

during the evacuees' stopover in Istanbul. However, Boulware figured 

that by now -was suspicious of EDS, since Pat Sculley had come over 
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